Key Map® #: 414 Q

PY 2017 - Harris County Precinct 2 - Rosemary/Mohawk East
Water & Wastewater Improvements - LMI

Precinct 2 Area Statistics
Census Tract/Block Group 231700/1
Low/Mod Persons: 1,445
Low/Mod Universe: 2,240
Low/Mod Percentage 64.5%

Legend
- Green: Sewer Lines
- Blue: Water Lines
- Yellow: Project Service Area
- Light Blue: HCAD Parcels
- Light Pink: Target Area - Sherwood Place
- Gray: Not in HCCSD Service Area

HUD Low-to-Moderate Income by Block Group
Low-Mod %
- 0% - 50.999999%
- 51% - 100%
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